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**Language of Material:** English

**Contributing Institution:** San Diego Air and Space Museum Library and Archives

**Title:** Jane Eunice Sullivan Photo Collection

**Identifier/Call Number:** SDASM.SC .20073

**Physical Description:** 6 Photographic Prints. In the 09 Series, numbered 09_03146 to 09_03151

**Date (bulk):** bulk

**Abstract:** Jane Eunice Sullivan was a flight attendant for American Airlines in the 1940s. Some of these photos appear to be publicity shots.

**Physical Description:** 6 Photographic Prints. In the 09 Series, numbered 09_03146 to 09_03151

**Biographical / Historical**

Jane Eunice Sullivan was a flight attendant for American Airlines in the 1940s. Some of these photos appear to be publicity shots.

**Conditions Governing Access**

The collection is open to research. Some restrictions may apply.

**Subjects and Indexing Terms**

American Airlines

Sullivan, Jane Eunice

---

**Series I: Photos**

Physical Description: 6 Photographic Prints. In the 09 Series, numbered 09_03146 to 09_03151.